FOCUS introduces a new concept for automatic pallet dispensing. This unique design provides consistent pallet dispensing by utilizing a positive pallet displacement concept. This positive displacement design provides pallet dispensing without jams. The dispenser utilizes dual Kevlar belts for lifting and pneumatic actuators for pallet engagement. FOCUS also provides fully adjustable pallet tines to accommodate a variety of pallet sizes. Design and construction is of heavy-duty structural tubing and high-capacity linear guides. The open design accommodates accessibility and ease of maintenance. You can view the unique sequence of this pallet dispenser on FOCUS’ website at: www.FOCUSIntegration.com

### Features
- Compact, heavy-duty design
- 3-Hp, AC drive lift motor
- Dual Kevlar belt lift mechanism
- Heavy-duty structural tubing frame
- Fully welded construction
- High capacity linear guides
- Pneumatic pallet clamping
- Adjustable pallet tines
- Reversible pallet stacking

### Specifications
- **Shipping Weight**: 1,250 Lbs
- **Pallet Size (Standard)**:
  - 40” - 48” width
  - 40” - 48” length
  - 15-pallet stack height
- **Unit Dimensions**:
  - Custom per application (see reverse)
- **Options**:
  - Controls package
  - Custom pallet sizes

For an evaluation of your material handling needs, contact us at 734.206.1886